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Outline
w Introduction to Templates
w Function Templates
w Class Templates

templates vs inheritance
w "Templates should be used to generate a collection of
classes when the type of the objects does not affect
the behaviour of the class’s functions. … Inheritance
should be used with a collection of classes when the
type of the objects does affect the behaviour of the
class’s functions."
Meyers (Effective C++, Item 42, p157).

Historical perspective
w 2nd Ed. C++ Programming Language (1991) Templates
1 chapter (pp. 255-291, 36 pages)
w 3rd Ed. (1997)
Templates 1 chapter, 27 pages (pp. 327-354)
w 4th Ed. (2014)
Templates 8 chapters, 191 pages (pp. 665-856)
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Generic Programming, Specialisation, Instantiation,
Templates and Hierarchies, Metaprogramming, Matrix
Design
Classes section (also 191 pages) The Standard Template
Library (STL) is implemented as C++ templates

Compile time (static)
polymporphism
w Implementation via templates (parameterised code)
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Templates are a feature allowing the grouping of classes or
functions, with the parameter type used to specify how the class
or function may differ
Templates provide support for generic programming - that is
programming with types as parameters
The Standard Template Library (STL) is implemented as C++
templates.
Function parameters allow different values to be used,
overloading functions different numbers and types can be used
The compiler generates the code with the definition and specific
types at point of use
Both functions and classes can be templated

Templates
w Templates allow a type, or value to be used in the
definition of a class, function or type alias...Generic
Programming
w This is mechanism for the generalisation of concepts
and the combination of these components into a very
sophisticated and advanced level of programming
w Use of templates is type-safe (so no object can be
implicitly used it a way that disagrees with its
definition)

templates in C++
w Templates are a feature allowing development of groups of
parameterised functions and classes (where the parameters are
types/class, templates or constant)
w The programmer specifies the template, and provides template
codes, the compiler generates the implementation code
w Class templates syntax is template<typename C> followed by
declaration with the type argument C scoped throughout the
member definitions
w As mentioned the type argument C is a type (fundamental, a
class) a template or a constant
w More than one type argument parameter can be specified
w Each member function is uniquely create by the compiler for
each type requested

Why Use Templates?
w C++ requires variables, functions, classes etc with
specific data types. However, many algorithms) have
almost the same code but with different data types.
w Re-implementing causes code duplication and can
introduce errors.
w Writing general code bypasses all type-checking.
w Preprocessors replace text indiscriminately and can
introduce errors by compiling code the programmer
never even sees.
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Example
Return the maximum of two parameters.
int max(int a, int b) {
return (a > b) ? a
}
float max(float a, float b)
return (a > b) ? a
}
double max(double a, double
return (a > b) ? a
}

: b;
{
: b;
b) {
: b;

void* max(void *a, void *b) {
return (*a > *b) ? a : b;
}
#define MAX(A,B) (a>b)?a:b;
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Example
Instead, this function can be implemented using function
templates.
template <typename T>
T max(T a, T b) {
return (a > b) ? a : b;
}

The type used by this function is determined when it is called.
int main() {
cout << max(5,6) << endl;
}
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Example
For the compiler to match the type with the template, the
type of both arguments must match. The following will cause
an error:
template <typename T>
T max(T a, T b) {
return (a > b) ? a : b;
}
int main() {
cout << max(5,6.0) << endl;
}
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Example
This can be solved in several ways:
template <typename T>
T max(T a, T b) {
return (a > b) ? a : b;
}
int main() {
cout << max((double)5,6.0) << endl;
cout << max<double>(5,6.0) << endl;
}

Or:
template <typename T1, typename T2>
T1 max(T1 a, T2 b) {
return (a > b) ? a : b;
}
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Example
However, this causes a new problem. The return type is
defined as the first type.
int main() {
cout << max(5,6.0) << endl;
//is different to
cout << max(6.0,5) << endl;
}
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Class Templates
w Class templates are called parameterized types,
because they require one or more type parameters to
specify how to customize a generic class template to
form a class-template specialization.
w To produce many specializations you write only one
class-template definition
w When a particular specialization is needed, you use a
concise, simple notation, and the compiler writes the
specialization source code.

Class Templates
w It’s possible to understand the concept of a stack (a data
structure into which we insert items only at the top and
retrieve those items only from the top in last-in, first-out
order) independent of the type of the items being placed
in the stack.
w To instantiate a stack, a data type must be specified.
w One Stack class template, for example, could become the
basis for creating many Stack class-template
specializations (such as “Stack of doubles,” “Stack of
ints,” “Stack of Employees,” “Stack of Bills,” “Stack of
ActivationRecords,” etc.) used in a program

Class Templates
w Function templates enable you to conveniently specify a
variety of overloaded functions—called function-template
specializations.
w Class templates enable you to conveniently specify a variety of
related classes—called class-template specializations.
w Programming with templates is also known as generic
programming.
w Function templates and class templates are like stencils out of
which we trace shapes; function-template specializations and
class-template specializations are like the separate tracings that
all have the same shape, but could, for example, be drawn in
different colors, line thicknesses and textures.

Example
w Consider a string of characters. A string is a class that
holds characters and provides operations such as
subscripting, concatenation, and comparison that we
usually associate with the notion of a “string.”
w We would like to provide that behavior for many
different kinds of characters.
w For example, strings of signed characters, of unsigned
characters, of Chinese characters, of Greek characters,
etc., are useful in various contexts.
w Thus, we want to represent the notion of “string” with
minimal dependence on a specific kind of character.

Example – template class
template<typename C>
class MyString {
C* ptr ; //pointing to size C’s
int size ;
public :
MyString (); // default
template<typename C> MyString <C>::MyString ( )
// C here is parameter
{
// initialise C and size
}
MyString <char> msc ;
MyString <wchar_t> mswc ;

Example
w The template<typename C> prefix specifies that a template
is being declared and that a type argument C will be used in
the declaration.
n
n

n
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After its introduction, C is used exactly like other type names.
The scope of C extends to the end of the declaration prefixed by
template<typename C>.
You may prefer the shorter and equivalent form
template<class C>.
In either case, C is a type name; it need not be the name of a class.

w Mathematicians will recognize template<typename C> as a
variant of the traditional “for all C” or more specifically “for
all types C” or even “for all C, such that C is a type.”

Example

Example
Except for the special syntax of its
name, String<char> works exactly
as if it had been defined using the
definition of class String in Making
String a template allows us to
provide the facilities we had for
String of char for Strings of any
kind of character.

Defining a Template
w A class generated from a class template is a perfectly ordinary
class.
n

n

a template does not imply any run-time mechanisms beyond
what is used for an equivalent “handwritten” class.
using a template can lead to a decrease of code generated
because code for a member function of a class template is only
generated if that member is used

w A template is a specification of how to generate something
given suitable template arguments; the language mechanisms
for doing that generation
w Unless otherwise stated, the rules for templates apply equally
to class templates and function templates.

Template example
template <typename T1 , typename T2>
class pair {
public :
T1 first ; //public member type T1
T2 second ; //public member type T2
pair():
first(T1()), second(T2())
{ } // def cons ( ) for T1/T2
pair(const T1& x , const T2& y ):
first(x) , second (y)
{ }
pair(const pair <T1, T2>& p):
first(p.first), second(p.second )
{ }
// see also move cons ( ) etc .

Instantiating Templates
pair_int_char pair1(11,’I’);
//standard class
// template classes , with built-ins
pair<int, char> pair3(18, ’R’);
pair<bool, double> pair4(false, 12.5);
pair<double, long> pair5(3.14159, 999) ;
pair<bool, bool> pair6(false, true);
// templated with class
pair<pair_int_char, float> pair7(pair1, 23.6);
// templated with template
pair<pair <int, char>, float> pair8 (pair3 , 23.6);

Template members
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

data members (variables and constants)
member functions
member type alias (typdef or using)
static members (variables and constants)
member types (i.e. a member class)
member templates (member class templates)
friend functions and friend classes

Template specialisation
w The template definition is reproduced for each
instantiation used.
w One may also specify implementations for a given
type
w Specific implementation of template (for
class/function) called a specialisation
w Syntactically empty template <> prefix specifies that
the function or class can be specified without
template parameter, thus specialised

Common Error
w To create a template specialization with a userdefined type, the user-defined type must meet the
template’s requirements.
w For example, the template might compare objects of
the user-defined type with < to determine sorting
order, or the template might call a specific member
function on an object of the user-defined type.
w If the user-defined type does not overload the
required operator or provide the required functions,
compilation errors occur.

template parameters and
arguments
w There are 3 kinds of template parameters used with
class or typename
n

A type parameter (fundamental, class)
pair<pair_int_char, float> pair7(pair1, 23.6)

n

A value parameter (including built-ins, and pointers to
functions). The actual argument is called the value
argument

template parameters and
arguments
template<class T, int max>
class Buffer {
T v[max];
public :
Buffer( ){ }
} ;
. . .
Buffer<char,128> cbuf;
Buffer<int,5000> ibuf;
Buffer<Record,8 > rbuf;
n

A Template template parameters (i.e. a templated template)
pair <pair<int , char>, float> pair8 (pair3 , 2 3 .

template parameters and
arguments
n

C++11 provides a variation on templates called
varadic templates, that provide an arbitrary number of
arguments with arbitrary types

